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Indoor learning environments
Dividing Your Space

A key focus for many settings at the moment, is room layouts and how best to divide existing space to allow
for social distancing between small groups (bubbles).
This is a challenging task, but with some careful planning and consideration as to how different spaces can be
used, it is most certainly achievable.
The ideal scenario is that the furniture you already have is flexible enough to help achieve a variety of layouts.
If you currently have Millhouse furniture, you will already appreciate the flexibility you have to reconfigure your
learning spaces, and to create separate areas of learning within your room. Our furniture doesn’t have any
complicated joining method, units simply butt together, making it quick and easy to re-configure as required.
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Panels can connect to furniture units for flexibility

If you are looking for further flexibility or some quick and creative solutions, here are a couple of suggestions
to help achieve your desired flow and layout.

Play Panels
Play panels are an inexpensive, quick, easy and versatile way to divide space, create enclosures and plan
activity areas. Simple panel connectors allow you to create any shape to meet your needs and make the most
of the available space. From role play panels such as doors and counters, to mirrored sensory panels, there
are lots of designs to choose from. Clear panels have the added benefit of aiding supervision, whilst still
helping to create an enclosure or division of space.
Millhouse play panels are made from solid beech timber and birch plywood with a tough child safe, clear
lacquer finish, making them durable and easy to clean – a key consideration in the current climate.
Our panels also connect to our furniture units for added flexibility, and we’ve cleverly created some different
zones using a combination of both. If you need inspiration, take a look here.
Continued.....
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Double Sided Units
Double-sided units are perfect for helping to divide areas and maximise your space.
Here are our top 5 picks:
1. Tilt Tote (PT712)
Our double-sided Tilt Tote storage unit has angled, see through storage tubs on each side (18 in total) perfect for each group to self access. Anti-scratch, lockable castors make it easy to transport as required.
2. Double Sided Mobile Trolley (PT617)
An open-ended, flexible storage unit with different size shelves. Perfect for most areas of learning,
including: mark making, communication/language and maths.
3. Mobile Trolley with Mirror Back (PT618)
Handy storage shelves on one side with a beautiful, removable mirror on the back for PSED or sensory play.
4. Mobile Tall Book Display (PT619)
Book storage on one side with additional book storage for tall books on the reverse, plus space for storage
tubs/baskets.
5. Double sided Book display unit (PT634)
The higher height and width of this unit lends itself well to dividing space, with a useful storage shelf on
both sides.
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We’re always happy to help with product
advice and space planning, so don't hesitate to
get in touch.
Free room planning is available for both indoor
and outdoor spaces (can be done virtually).

To view the full range online, visit:
https://www.spacerighteurope.com/millhouse-brand/

